LEGAL NOTICE

J R G MUSICA SL, in compliance with LOPDGDD (Personal Data Act), guarantees the privacy of any personal data provided.
By visiting this website, users are not obliged to provide any information about themselves. However, when browsing, users
may be asked to provide personal information on forms.
These data will be used to respond to any requests made by users. They will also be used to send information about our
company and services by any means of communication. By submitting these forms, you explicitly accept receiving these
communications. If you do not wish to receive our information, please send an email to guitarrasramirez@guitarrasramirez.
com and request to unsubscribe from our information service. Your personal data will be added to our “customers” file.
The recipient of the data and the party responsible for the file and its processing is J R G MUSICA SL with Tax Id (CIF)
B80787237, at CALLE GENERAL MARGALLO, 10. You may exercise your rights of access, rectification, cancellation,
limitation of treatment, portability and opposition by writing to the above address and including a copy of your National
Identity Card or equivalent identification document.
If you refuse to provide the data, we will be unable to provide the service for which they were requested, or you will be unable
to access the said service. You have the right to receive an answer to any question, consultation, or clarification that may arise
in relation to this form. If you provide your data through an email message, the data will be added to the same file to manage
the request or comment submitted. The points indicated in the previous paragraph will also be applicable. All your data will
be definitively removed from our database for the following reasons:
1- at your request.
2- when they are no longer necessary for the purposes for which they were collected.
The parties freely submit, for the resolution of disputes, and waiving any other jurisdiction, to the courts and tribunals of the
domicile of the owner of the Website.

